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Abstract 

Similar clinical features make the differential diagnosis difficult, particularly between lung 

cancer and pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), without pathological evidence for patients with 

concomitant TB infection. Our study aimed to build a nomogram to predict malignant 

pulmonary lesions applicable to clinical practice. We retrospectively analyzed clinical 

characteristics, imaging features, and laboratory indicators of TB infection patients diagnosed 

with lung cancer or active pulmonary TB at Xiangya Hospital of Central South University. A 

total of 158 cases from January 1, 2018 to May 30, 2019 were included in the training cohort. 

Predictive factors for lung cancer were screened by a multiple-stepwise logistic regression 

analysis. A nomogram model was established, and the discrimination, stability, and prediction 

performance of the model were analyzed. A total of 79 cases from June 1, 2019, to December 

30, 2019, were used as the validation cohort to verify the predictive value of the model. Eight 

predictor variables, including age, pleural effusion, mediastinal lymph node, the number of 

positive tumor markers, the T cell spot test for TB, pulmonary lesion morphology, location, 

and distribution, were selected to construct the model. The corrected C-statistics and the Brier 

scores were 0.854 and 0.130 in the training cohort, and 0.823 and 0.163 in the validation 

cohort. Calibration plots showed good performance, and decision curve analysis indicated a 

high net benefit. In conclusion, the nomogram model provides an effective method to calculate 

the probability of lung cancer in TB infection patients, and it has excellent discrimination, 

stability, and prediction performance in detecting a malignant diagnosis of undiagnosed 

pulmonary lesions. 
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Introduction 

Lung cancer is a common and fatal disease with the highest incidence and mortality [1]. In 

China, the death rate of lung cancer has quintupled nearly over the past 30 years [2]. However, 

distinguishing lung cancer from pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) is a common challenge in clinical 

practice. Despite the different pathogenesis, biological markers and radiological aspects of 

lung cancer and TB in many cases. A portion of atypical lung cancer cases can exhibit the 

presence of cavitary lesions, a tree-in-bud appearance and adjacent fibrocalcific foci, which 

are indicative of possible TB infection. However, active TB is often difficult to discern the 

concomitant presence of lung cancer especially in the same lobe [3]. Similar clinical 

manifestations and imaging features, especially in patients with concomitant TB infection result 

in a misdiagnosed risk and additional medical costs. In view of the above situation, it is 

necessary to improve the ability of differential diagnosis for this intractable situation. 

TB infection mainly includes active TB and latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI). Active TB refers 

to the patient infected with TB, then reproducing in the body and resulting related symptoms, 

while the latter means the patient infected with TB does not have any infectiousness, symptoms, 

etiological or imaging evidence of active TB. Currently, there is no gold standard for the 

diagnosis of LTBI. The guideline of the management of LTBI provided by World Health 

Organization (WHO) recommends screening for TB infection using interferon gamma release 

assay (IGRA) and tuberculin skin test (TST) for the asymptomatic high-risk population [4]. 

However, active TB and LTBI usually manifest a positive result of T cell spot test for 

tuberculosis (T-SPOT.TB), which is one of the most widely used IGRAs for diagnosing TB 

infection in decades [5]. Through incubating peripheral blood mononuclear cells with 

mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens, the assay can assess TB infection by counting the 

number of spot-forming cells (SFCs). Compared with IGRA-enzyme linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA), which directly measures the concentration of interferon-γ after stimulated by 

mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens, T-SPOT had higher sensitivity and specificity for 

diagnostic active TB. TB tests were 82.9% and 78.6%, and those by IGRA-ELISA were 81.7% 

and 75.2% [6], suggesting almost perfect agreement between the IGRA-ELISA and the T-

SPOT.TB. Compared to low positive rate of microbiological examination and suboptimal 

specificity of purified protein derivative (PPD) test, which is one of the most common TSTs, 

the sensitivity of T-SPOT.TB for diagnosis of TB infection nears 90% and specificity surpasses 

95% [7-10]. In guideline published by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, T-SPOT.TB 

has been recommended to detect TB infection, and is more efficient than PPD in many 

situations [11]. However, T-SPOT.TB could not discriminate between active TB and LTBI, and 

more than 90% LTBI population will keep this status lifetime [12].  



 

As a TB-endemic country, the population with TB infection is around 40 % in China, and this 

epidemiological situation can reduce the diagnostic efficiency of T-SPOT.TB [13]. Study 

confirmed LTBI makes T-SPOT.TB unreliable in China, and an increasing proportion of T-

SPOT.TB positive patients have LTBI rather than active TB [14]. The positive result often 

imposes a great difficulty on the differential diagnosis between lung cancer and TB in 

pulmonary lesion cases without pathological evidence and typical symptomatology, and even 

results in missed diagnosis or misdiagnosis, leading to treatment delay and inappropriate 

medication. Literatures have reported near 40% pulmonary nodule is benign, and atypical 

tuberculosis is the main disease misdiagnosed as lung cancer [15,16]. Single auxiliary 

diagnosis method is difficult to provide enough information in these difficult cases, and 

clinicians usually comprehensively take multiple clinical indicators into consideration before 

decision-making. Previous study provided diagnostic evidence from blood transcriptional 

profiles, but it not a simple and practical approach nowadays [17]. A literature provided a 

radiomics model to differentiate TB and lung cancer adopting parameters of lung computerized 

tomography (CT), but that model suits radiologists rather than clinicians [18]. Otherwise, these 

methods ignored the coexistence of lung cancer and TB infection A clinical model to predict 

lung cancer in undiagnosed pulmonary lesions in TB infection patient is necessary.  

Nomograms, simple and effective prediction tools in clinical application, show a good 

performance in predicting outcomes [19]. In the present study, we constructed a nomogram 

model to quantify the possibility of lung cancer in pulmonary lesions cases with concomitant 

TB infection, which could provide a direction for clinical diagnosis. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Study patients and data collection 

Patients diagnosed as pulmonary TB or lung cancer between January 1, 2018, and December 

30, 2019 at Xiangya Hospital of Central South University were retrospectively collected. The 

study was conducted in December 2020. According to literatures, we regard a case with a 

positive T-SPOT.TB as a TB infection case [20,21]. All patients with solitary or multiple 

pulmonary nodules or mass combined TB infection were enrolled. The study was approved by 

Institutional Ethics Committee of Xiangya Hospital of Central South University. Participant 

consent for patients was abandoned due to the retrospective study design, and patients’ 

information follows the data protection and privacy regulations strictly. 

The inclusion criteria: (1) physicians were unable to determine morphologically whether it was 

lung cancer or tuberculosis during the patient's imaging evaluation on admission; (2) the 

patient with diagnosed pulmonary TB or pathology-proved diagnosed lung cancer after 



 

admitting to hospital; (3) TB infection is diagnosed by Tuberculosis bacteria founding in 

sputum or pleural effusion specimens, or effectiveness of diagnostic anti-TB treatment, or with 

caseous necrosis in pathological reports for focal biopsy specimen [4]; (4) with complete 

evaluation of TB-related test, lung tumor markers and lung CT scan in first hospitalization. 

Cases with the following conditions were excluded: (1) patients with diagnosed active 

pulmonary TB or outer-pulmonary TB before admission; (2) history of non-pulmonary tumors; 

(3) history of anti-TB treatment prior to the diagnosis of lung cancer; (4) usage of 

immunosuppressant medications; (5) immunosuppression; (6) critical missing clinical data. 

Eligible cases between January 1, 2018, and May 30, 2019, were incorporated into the training 

cohort for development of the nomogram, and cases between June 1, 2019, and December 

30, 2019, were entered into the validation cohort. After the model development in the training 

cohort, the validation cohort is used to test the predictive accuracy of the model in unknown 

data and thus evaluate its generalization ability. 

 

Demographical and predictor variables 

Clinical information and outcome of lung CT and laboratory tests were collected from 

electronic medical records. The following data were obtained: (1) demographics : age, gender 

and smoking status; (2) imaging features from the report of lung CT scan: pleural effusion(none, 

small, moderate, or large according to according to CT features [22]), lesions’ location 

(unilateral or bilateral lung) and distribution in lung lobes (single or multiple lobes covered by 

the lesion in single side lung), morphology, status of mediastinal lymph nodes; (3) laboratory 

indicators: PPD, mycobacterium tuberculosis antibody (TBAB) test, T-SPOT.TB, erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate (ESR), peripheral blood monocyte counts and seven tumor markers test 

including cancer antigen 125 (CA125), cancer antigen 242 (CA242), carcinoma embryonic 

antigen (CEA), neuron-specific enolase (NSE), cytokeratin 19 fragment 21-1 (CYFRA21-1), 

cytokeratin-19 (CK-19) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). The T-SPOT.TB (an interferon 

(IFN)-γ release assay) is based on detecting secreted IFN-γ in M. tuberculosis-specific T-cells 

stimulated by Mycobacterium-specific antigens: early secreted antigenic target 6 (ESAT-6) or 

culture filtrate protein 10 (CFP10), which have been successfully utilized in T-cell effect tests 

to determine whether M. tuberculosis infection exists. The recorded as the bigger number of 

SFCs after being stimulated by these antigens, An induration � 10 mm is considered suitable 

cutoff for a positive PPD test in China [23]. ESR >15 mm/h in male or �20 mm/h in female is 

regarded as a positive result.  

 

 



 

Development of the nomogram 

A nomogram model was constructed using selected risk variables according to the outcome of 

univariate analysis and multiple stepwise regression. Through transforming regression 

coefficients of each predictive variable, the nomogram presents an appropriate point scale 

which can quantify probabilities of outcome. The R package ‘rms’ was used in the entire 

process. 

 

Evaluation and validation of the nomogram  

The Brier score is known as a popular measure for evaluating the overall prediction accuracy 

of a binary outcome. It is defined as the mean square error between the observed value of a 

binary outcome and its predicted probability. In the present study, brier scores were used to 

calculated for the performance of nomogram model in the training and validation cohorts, and 

lower scores indicating higher predictive accuracy. The predictive power was measured by 

the area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUC), also called concordance 

index (namely C-statistics), which indicates the probability that the predicted result will agree 

with what is actually observed, and bootstrapping validation with 100 resamples was 

conducted to calculate the corrected value [24]. The calibration curve provided a comparison 

between the expected and observed conversion probabilities. Decision curve analysis (DCA) 

is a method for evaluating and comparing prediction models that incorporates clinical 

consequences, requires only the data set on which the models are tested, and can be applied 

to models that have either continuous or dichotomous results [25]. DCA was conducted to 

assess the clinical utility of the nomogram developed in present study, and the DCA plot can 

show the net benefit of nomogram-based decisions at different threshold probabilities, and 

three curves on DCA respectively present cases with model predicting outcome, all cases with 

the outcome and no cases with the outcome. The ‘rms’, ‘pROC’ and ‘dca’ package of R was 

used in the process.  

 

Statistical analysis 

R statistical software (v.3.6.1) was used for statistical analyses and graphical visualization. The 

null hypotheses were rejected at P values lower than 0.05. Univariate logistic regression 

analysis was used to find variables related to final diagnosis of lung cancer in the training 

cohort. All the significant variables were included into stepwise multivariate analysis. 

Continuous variables are expressed as mean (standard deviation, SD) and compared using an 

unpaired t-test or Mann-Whitney test.  

Categorical variables were compared using the χ2 test or Fisher exact test. Odds ratio (OR) and 



 

correspondence 95% confidence interval (CI) were used to present the strength of the 

correlations. Sensitivity, a classifier represents the positive correctly classified samples to the 

total number of positive samples, whereas specificity is expressed as the ratio of the correctly 

classified negative samples to the total number of negative samples. These two classifiers are 

used for evaluating the classification performance in diagnosis of lung cancer or TB infection. 

 

Results 

Clinical characteristics of patients 

A total of 237 patients with concomitant TB infection had been diagnosed as active pulmonary 

TB or lung cancer, and these cases were incorporated in our study. Meanwhile, a total of 158 

patients were assigned into the training cohort, and the remaining 79 patients were 

incorporated into the validation cohort.  

The clinicopathologic characteristics of cases are listed in Table 1. There is no statistic 

difference between the baseline clinicopathologic data of training and validation cohorts.  

 

Independent predictive factors for lung cancer in cases with concomitant tuberculosis 

infection 

67(42.41%) and 40(50.63%) patients are diagnosed as lung cancer in the training and 

validation cohort, showing a near qual rate of LTBI in pulmonary lesion cases with concomitant 

TB infection. Between TB and lung cancer cases in both the training and validation cohorts, 

we find no significant difference in the positive rate of TB related indicators including PPD and 

TBAB and laboratory indicators including ESR and monocyte counts (as shown in Table 2). 

Although there is a significant difference in the positive rate of tumor markers, the sensitivity 

and specificity are suboptimal: 68.42% and 72.28% in the training cohort and 71.43% and 

65.91% in validation cohort, respectively.  

Almost all indicators of imaging features display a significant difference between TB and lung 

cancer cases in both data sets. To identify the variables predicting lung cancer in cases with 

TB infection, univariate logistic analysis was used to analyze all variables listed in Table 3. The 

result reveals ten variables related to lung cancer in cases with TB infection, such as TB related 

indicators including PPD and TBAB, and laboratory indicators including ESR and monocyte 

counts.  

Then, the multivariate logistic regression analysis shows age, pleural effusion, status of 

mediastinal lymph nodes, the number of positive lung tumor markers, T-SPOT.TB, lesions’ 

morphology, location and distribution were suitable variables for construction of nomogram 

model (Table 3). Among these variables, pleural effusion, the number of positive lung tumor 



 

markers, T-SPOT.TB, lesions’ morphology and distribution are independent predictive factors 

for lung cancer in pulmonary lesions combined TB infection. 

 

Building and validating a predictive nomogram model 

Based on variables screened by multiple stepwise regression, a predictive nomogram is 

established for the risk assessment of lung cancer in pulmonary lesions combined TB infection 

(Figure 1). Each variable is assigned a score according to the clinical characteristics of each 

individual, and the total score, which can reflect the probability of lung cancer, is computed 

by summing individual scores. The nomogram showed that the number of positive tumor 

markers is a potent predictor for lung cancer, and the risk rises with the number of positive 

tumor markers increasing. In contrast to tumor markers, the strength of T-SPOT.TB was 

inversely related to the risk of lung cancer. Otherwise, imaging features of pulmonary lesions 

are important indicators for differentially diagnosing lung cancer from TB. In the training cohort, 

the C-index of the nomogram was 0.881(95% CI, 0.825–0.938), and 0.854 by bootstrapping 

analysis, and the brier score was 0.130, suggesting that the model had good discriminative 

ability (Figure 2a). The calibration plots of the nomogram showed the agreement between 

predicted and observed situation was optimal (Figure 2b), and DCA shows that the predictive 

model can bring significant net benefits to predicting lung cancer in pulmonary lesions 

combined TB infection, demonstrating the potential application value of the predictive model 

in clinical practice (Figure 2c). In the validation cohort, the C-index was 0.851(95% CI, 0.768–

0.933), and 0.823 by bootstrapping analysis, and the brier score was and 0.163, and the 

calibration plots and DCA also have a good perform, confirming this predictive nomogram can 

serve as an excellent diagnostic tool for lung cancer in cases with concomitant TB infection 

(Figure 3). 

 

Discussion 

We developed and validated a predictive nomogram based on clinical features to help 

distinguish lung cancer in patients with concomitant TB infection. The nomogram including 

case history, imaging features, and laboratory indicators, which is easily obtained in clinical 

practice, shows a good discrimination and calibration. 

The increasing number of lung cancer patients makes cases comorbid with LTBI more common 

in recent years, especially among older individuals in a high prevalence setting [2,26]. In this 

study, we found significant difference in the smoking between lung cancer and TB cases, but 

it does not have a significant contribution to malignant pulmonary lesions in TB infection 

patients, suggesting that smoking has little predictive value for this situation. Although smoking 



 

is a proven risk factor for lung cancer, and the impact of smoking related to infection is 

probably leading to the increase in the risk of TB. Lung nodules are mostly caused by long-

term stimulation of chronic inflammation, and cigarette smoking can provoke inflammation 

and aggravate the growth of lung cancer. However, smoking cessation contributes to reduction 

in size and number of benign lung nodules, indicating the partly reversible effect of smoking, 

while TB infection could cause persistent inflammation, and it is regarded as a predisposing 

risk for lung cancer [3,27]. Gender difference was observed in the training cohorts, but it was 

not significant in the validation cohorts. Gender difference is more associated with the smoking 

rate: Men generally smoke more than women in the world. It might lead to a high prevalence 

in lung cancer or TB in men, but no evidence supports that sex is a predictive factor for lung 

cancer in TB infection patients. 

Studies reported more than 20% lung cancer cases had LTBI in Japan and Italy [21,28]. 28.2% 

of cases with newly diagnosed lung cancer had concomitant LTBI in Taiwan [20]. Similar 

situation in the mainland of China, researchers found the positive rate of T-SPOT.TB was 23.8% 

in lung cancer patients [29]. This situation makes T-SPOT.TB unreliable in differentiating lung 

cancer from active TB [14]. Study reported the performance of using T-SPOT.TB in 

distinguishing tuberculoma from lung cancer was not satisfactory, but the specificity improved 

with the positive cutoff value increasing, thereby achieving a better efficiency for diagnosing 

tuberculoma [29]. Later study confirmed the difference of spot number between LTBI and 

active TB [30]. Taking a cue from these studies, we found a significant difference of the number 

of SFCs between lung cancer and TB cases and then take it into model development, and 

confirmed it as a valuable factor to predict lung cancer in cases with concomitant TB infection. 

For other TB-related auxiliary diagnosis method, we found no significant difference in the 

positive rate of PPD and TBAB in both training and validation cohorts. PPD is a skin test based 

on the principle of type IV allergy, used to detect whether the body has been infected with TB, 

but it cannot differentiate LTBI from active TB [31], and many factors might arise the variability 

in its result: the false-positive results due to prior Bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG) vaccination 

or exposure to other non-tuberculous mycobacteria, as well as the operator-bias inherent to 

the assay; false negative results due to reasons such as anergy, recent live virus vaccination or 

overwhelming active TB infection and improper administration [32]. TBAB is a well-used 

method for detecting the TB antibody in clinical practice, but the diagnosis efficiency cannot 

meet the requirements for the accurate TB diagnosis. TB antibody production generally needs 

2-3 weeks after infection, and it only exists in the early stage and then disappears in the later 

stage in the TB infection. Moreover, the individual differences in antigen recognition are 

inescapable characteristics of the human TB humoral immune response, which also leads to 



 

the suboptimal outcome of TBAB [33,34]. Studies reported patients at different stages of TB 

infection may induce immune response on different antigens, and their sera can contain 

unrecognized antibodies against varied TB antigens [33,35]. Moreover, antigen and 

extracellular protein derived from dead bacteria can lead to a false-positive outcome [35]. 

Therefore, the sensitivity and specificity of TBAB for TB diagnosis varied greatly [36], and the 

World Health Organization has not recommended TBAB as diagnostic tools [37]. In a word, 

these TB-related auxiliary diagnosis experiments could hardly apply to differentially diagnose 

for lung cancer in TB-endemic regions and provide valuable evidence for the clinical decision-

making.  

Tumor markers are potent indicators to early screen or monitor recurrence of lung cancer. 

However, elevated values of these markers can also be detected in pulmonary TB. In the 

present study, we found a significant statistic difference in positive rate of lung tumor markers 

between TB and lung cancer group, but widely used markers such as CA125, NSE and CEA 

are positive in a proportion of TB cases, suggesting their sensitivity is less than optimal for 

diagnosis of lung cancer. CA125 is commonly used as a specific tumor marker for ovarian 

cancer, but its elevation is also seen in some non-gynecological diseases. Recent study 

reported 75% of active pulmonary TB cases showed an increased concentration of serum 

CA125 [38]. Previous study shown several tumor markers are suboptimal in distinguishing 

non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) from TB: AUC of CA125, NSE, CEA was 0.626, 0.716 and 

0.589, respectively [39]. In the present study, we indicated the number of positive tumor 

markers is more potent predictor than the positive status, and if the number of the tumor makers 

increasing, pulmonary lesions would be more likely diagnosed as lung cancer. 

The radiological similarities between lung cancer and TB are main reasons contributing to 

misdiagnosis or missed diagnosis for indeterminate pulmonary nodule in asymptomatic 

individuals [40]. Even the positron emission tomography-CT could not well discriminate them, 

and TB infection can lead to a high false-positive rate and low specificity in the detection of 

lung cancer [41,42]. In present study, the proportion of lung cancer and TB is near equal in 

TB infection patients, and the final model indicated the mass in unilateral lung and limited in 

single lung lobe prone to be malignant, which trends to accompany enlarged mediastinal 

lymph nodes. The result provided a comprehensive evaluation from imaging features of lung 

cancer. It's interesting that the number of lung lobes covered by lesions is an independent 

predictor rather than lesion located in typical TB areas (dummy variables of lung lobe in Table 

3), which is accordance to previous study that reported lung cancer tended to occur on an 

upper lobe location or the same side as previous TB infection, and lesion’s location is improper 

indicator for the differential diagnosis between lung cancer and TB [43].  



 

Pleural effusion can used to identify the nature of pulmonary lesions through detecting the 

content of adenosine deaminase, CEA and other tumor markers. However, almost one-third of 

lung cancer cases develop a pleural effusion [44], while less than 20% cases of TB have a TB 

pleural effusion [45], which means analysis for these markers in pleural effusion only apply to 

a small portion of cases, and thus we use the volume of pleural effusion rather than 

biochemical indicators as a potential variable. We found pleural effusion tend to be none or 

only small in lung cancer cases, and a moderate or large volume in TB cases, and this result 

partially consistent to Wang et al, and they found lung cancer accounts for 27.8% in difficult 

cases with undiagnosed pleural effusions, while proportion of TB is 40%, that means TB 

derived pleural effusion could be even more common in China, but there is no open data 

about the difference of its volume between TB and lung cancer cases [46]. 

Some limitations exist in the present study. First, our study was based on documents from a 

single institution; second, it is a retrospective study with a limited number of cases, in which 

selection bias existed inevitably; third, coexistence of active TB and lung cancer didn’t intake 

into our data because of its scarcity, and this situation is against monism in diagnostic principle. 

A prospective research study is needed to validate the feasibility and efficiency of the 

nomogram model. 

 

Conclusions 

We provide a model to predict the lung cancer in TB infection patients, which is simple to use 

in clinical practice and provide an estimation for undiagnosed pulmonary lesions. 
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Table 1. Clinical and pathological features of cases. 
 Training(n=158) 

(No. %) 
Validation(n=79) 

(No. %) 
P value 

Diagnosis    
Tuberculosis 91(57.59) 39(49.37) 0.2302 
Lung cancer 67(42.41) 40(50.63)  

Age, mean (SD) 59.80(12.95) 62.14(11.95) 0.169 
Sex    
Male 115 (72.78) 55 (69.62) 0.61 
Female 43(27.22) 24(30.38)  

Smoking    
No 63 (39.87) 36(45.57) 0.4019 
Yes 95 (60.13) 43(54.43)  

Pleural effusion    
None or small volume 140(88.61) 68(86.08) 0.6746 
Moderate or large volume 18 (11.39) 11(13.92)  

PPD test    
Negative(<10mm) 76(48.1) 32(40.5) 0.2684 
Positive(�10mm) 82(51.9) 47(59.5)  

TBAB    
Negative 124(88.57) 70(95.89) 0.0824 
Positive 16(11.43) 3(4.11)  

ESR (mm/h), mean (SD) 61.17 (34.1) 64.33 (35.97) 0.529 
Monocyte counts    
Normal 114(72.15) 50(63.29) 0.1637 
Abnormal 44(27.85) 29(36.71)  

Number of markers     
0 101(63.92) 44(55.69) 0.4557 
1 31(19.62) 20(25.32)  
>1 26(16.46) 15(18.99)  

T-SPOT.TB, mean (SD) 36.22 (16.34) 35.96 (16.74) 0.91 
Mediastinal lymph nodes    
Normal 68(43.04) 31(39.24) 0.5763 
Enlarged 90(56.96) 48(60.76)  

Morphology    
Nodule 87(55.06) 35(44.30) 0.1182 
Mass 71(44.94) 44(55.70)  

Location    
Unilateral lung 83(52.53) 40(50.63) 0.7827 
Bilateral lung 75(47.47) 39(49.37)  

Lung lobe    
Single 122(77.22) 65(88.28) 0.3678 
Multiple 36(22.78) 14(17.72)  

PPD, purified protein derivative test; TBAB, tuberculosis antibody; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 2. The statistical analysis of variables in training and validation cohorts. 
 Training(n=158) 

(No. %) 
P 
value 

Validation(n=79) 
(No. %) 

P 
value 

Diagnosis TB(n=91) LC(n=67)  TB(n=39) LC(n=40)  
Sex       
 Male 59(64.84) 56(83.58) 0.015 23(5897) 32(80) 0.074 
 Female 32(35.16) 11(16.42)  16(4103) 8(20)  

Age, mean (SD) 
57.99(14.9
4) 

62.25(9.1
6) 0.094 

60.03(13.9
2) 

64.2(9.36
) 0.124 

Smoking       
No 45(49.45) 18(26.87) 0.006 25(64.10) 11(27.5) 0.002 
Yes 46(50.55) 49(73.13)  14(35.89) 29(72.5)  
Pleural effusion       
None or small volume 75(82.42) 65(97.01) 0.009 31(79.49) 37(92.5) 0.179 
Moderate or large 

volume 16(17.58) 2(2.99)  8(20.51) 3(7.5)  
PPD test       
Negative(<10mm) 44(48.35) 32(47.76) 1 16(41.03) 16(40) 1 
Positive(�10mm) 47(51.65) 35(52.24)  23(58.97) 24(60)  

TBAB       
Negative 68(87.18) 56(90.32) 0.754 35(94.59) 35(97.22) 1 
Positive 10(12.82) 6(9.68)  2(5.41) 1(2.78)  

ESR       
Negative 8(9.10) 8(12.31) 1  2(5.26) 4(10.00) 1 
Positive 80(90.90) 57(87.69)  36 (94.74) 36(90.00)  

Monocyte counts       
Normal 68(74.73) 46(68.66) 0.508 26(66.67) 24(60) 0.703 
Abnormal 23(25.27) 21(31.34)  13(33.33) 16(40)  

Tumor marker       
Negative 73(80.22) 28(41.79) 0.000 29(74.36) 15(37.5) 0.002 
Positive 18(19.78) 39(58.21)  10(25.64) 25(62.5)  

Mediastinal lymph 
nodes       
Normal 49(53.85) 19(28.36) 0.002 18(46.15) 13(32.5) 0.312 
Enlarged 42(46.15) 48(71.64)  21(53.86) 27(67.5)  

Morphology       
Nodule 66(72.53) 21(31.34) 0.000 27(69.23) 8(20) 0.000 
Mass 25(27.47) 46(68.66)  12(30.77) 32(80)  

Location       
Unilateral lung 38(41.76) 45(67.16) 0.003 16(41.03) 24(60) 0.144 
Bilateral lung 53(58.24) 22(32.84)  23(58.97) 16(40)  

Lung lobe       
Single 62(68.13) 60(89.55) 0.003 27(69.23) 38(95) 0.007 
Multiple 29(31.87) 7(10.45)  12(30.77) 2(5)  

PPD, purified protein derivative test; TBAB, tuberculosis antibody; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 3. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis of variables to predict the 
risk of lung cancer. 
 Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis 
 OR 95%CI P value OR 95%CI P 

value  
Age 1.028 1.002- 

1.056 
0.0436 1.035 0.999-1.077 0.065 

Sex        
Female vs Male 0.362 0.161-

0.768 
0.0104    

Smoking        
Yes vs No 2.663 1.367-

5.339 
0.005    

Pleural effusion        
None or small vs Moderate 
or large volume 

0.144
2 

0.022- 
0.532 

0.012 0.108 0.0096- 
0.699 

0.038 

PPD test        
<10 vs >10mm 1.024 0.544- 

1.929 
0.941    

TBAB        
Positive vs Negative 0.729 0.235- 

2.087 
0.563    

ESR 0.997 0.987- 
1.006 

0.477    

Monocyte counts        
Positive vs Negative 1.35 0.668- 

2.724 
0.401    

Number of tumor marker        
1 vs 0 4.128 1.798-9.83 0.000 3.107 1.047- 9.687 0.043 
>2 vs 0 8.69 3.327-

25.861 
0.000 12.55

8 
2.949- 
73.785 

0.002 

T-SPOT.TB 0.964 0.944- 
0.983 

0.000 0.949 0.92-0.976 0.000 

Lung lobe        
Multiple vs Single lung 

lobe  
0.249 0.095- 

0.584 
0.002 0.212 0.056-0.687 0.014 

Typical TB areas vs other 1.354 0.718- 
2.562 

0.3497    

Morphology        
Mass VS Nodule 5.783 2.938- 

11.76 
0.000 4.469

5 
1.849- 
11.448 

0.001 

Mediastinal lymph nodes        
Enlarged vs Normal 2.947 1.522- 

5.864 
0.0016 2.295 0.9267-

5.867 
0.075 

Location        
Bilateral vs Unilateral lung 0.351 0.179-

0.671 
0.0018 0.491 0.195-1.206 0.123 

PPD, purified protein derivative test; TBAB, tuberculosis antibody; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. 
 

 

 



 

 
Figure 1. Development of a nomogram for predicting lung cancer cases with TB infection. 
The nomogram included age, pleural effusion, status of mediastinal lymph nodes, T-SPOT.TB, 
the number of positive tumor markers, lesions’ morphology, location and distribution. The 
nomogram summed the scores for each scale and variable. The total score on each scale 
indicated the risk of lung cancer. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Evaluation of the nomogram model in the training cohort. (a) The receiver operating 
characteristic curve indicates the good discriminative ability of lung cancer predicted by the 
nomogram model (b) calibration curve shows the optimal agreement between predicted and 
observed situation, and (c) decision curve analysis demonstrates the potential application 
value of the model for predicting lung cancer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Figure 3. Evaluation of the nomogram model in the validation cohort. (a) The receiver 
operating characteristic curve indicates the good discriminative ability of lung cancer 
predicted by the nomogram model (b) calibration curve shows the optimal agreement 
between predicted and observed situation, and (c) decision curve analysis demonstrates the 
potential application value of the model for predicting lung cancer. 


